
Welcome to the Rude Awakening, folks.  

Today is Tuesday, February the 9th, 2021.  

We are continuing on our topic here of how to build asymmetric trades.  

We started day one with talking about the problem, the problem being that we 
don't have an edge, we don't have an advantage when we buy stocks. It is a 
probability of 50% that we'll be successful or correct in our assumptions.  

We talked about the solution yesterday, that is building asymmetric trades. That's 
building a trade where we have a one to three ratio of risk to reward, so for every 
dollar we risk, we have $3 of potential profit.  

Today, we're going to get into bracket orders, and how to actually structure that 
type of a setup.  

Let's take a look at the bracket order set up here inside my Tastyworks account, 
and I've got IBM just loaded up here. Let's say that we're going to go click on a 
buy order there. 

Let's just say that we're looking at a quantity of 10 shares right now. You could 
normally obviously just either click buy on that, and review your order, go ahead 
and send that order. That would execute, but instead of doing that, we're going to 
actually come down here, and we're going to click on the bracket order.  

When you pull up the bracket order, it gives us actually three different orders that 
are going to take place, will all be placed simultaneously. One is our order entry, 
this is getting us into the position. You can see I've got my 10 shares there loaded 
up, got the limit price right now, what it's currently trading for. This is a good tell 
canceled order. This is order number one, it's going to be my purchase, it's going 
to be my entry into the position. 

Now, once that order executes, I'm going to simultaneously have two additional 
orders working inside of my account. One is a stop loss order, one is a take profit 
order. Now, you can see I've already set up my defaults on this so that on the 
downside here I am risking a 1% loss. You can see right here, our order would 
execute a $123.55, and I would automatically be exited out of this trade if IBM fell 
to $122.31. That would be a 1% maximum risk or loss on the trade, my take profit 
order would exit me at a 3% profit. If IBM hit $127.26, it would automatically exit 
me out at that point as well.  

A couple of things here to note…  

Number one, this is autopilot, we don't have to do anything with this order once 
we put this in. Because we've already got our risk management in place down 



here, we've got our profit target in place up here, and we're into the position with 
this trade right here. It is an automated process, if you want to know how to set 
that up inside of your Tastyworks account, you just click your little wheel there. 
You can go to the stocks tab, and you could put in your default numbers right 
there, 3% profit target, 1% stop loss. You can set those numbers to whatever you 
want, but that's the order entry that we use on all of our trades for our 
asymmetric system. They're automatically default and set up to have a 3% profit 
target, 1% stop loss. That's how we manage the risk on the downside, and we do 
it in an automated fashion. That is our bracket order session, folks.  

Tomorrow, we're going to get into how do we choose our trades.  

Have a good trading day, folks, we'll talk to you tomorrow. 

 


